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Abstract 

   

      This thesis is research with one of Jalal Al-Deen Al-Suyoti 

book's who Dead at  911A.H. This thesis named (Al-Mabaheth 

Al-Nahwya wa Al-Logawya fee Ketab(Al-Tawshih Al-jamaa 

Al-sahyh) Le Jalal Deen Al-Sayoti ( 911 A.H) 
    Al Tawsheh book is considered one between hundred books 

that the author wrote . The thesis divided into three chapters , 

Every one containing sections .  

    The first chapter interested with grammar sections which 

have three sections : The first section : Different cases of 

construing faces , The second section : Cases haven’t 

construing faces , The third one is construing with 

proposition.  

     The second chapter interested with grammar sections which 

contains three sections : the first section : the grammar forms , 

and the second :the small , the third sections place changing.  

The third chapter interested with language sections which 

contains two sections : the first section , especial language 

section , and the second section containing the language 

sections ,and I discovered in the end of this thesis several 

consequences  :  Al - Tawsheh Book is considered collecting , 

recording  book  for  the  scientists  and  language  specialist 

 

  



opinions which precede him , and that because of the period 

he lived in the tenth at prophetical migration .also we can 

denoted to Al-Seouti displaying for language and grammar 

cases , and showed the different opinions about it , but he 

didn’t mention his opinion only , and also I can denote that 

Al- Seouti use in his book visual terms ,and this is clear for 

every one read the book .        

 


